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Trees - Lisette Koppejan - acrylic on canvas - 100 x 160 cm
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Original Art

Without titel - Frits Heukenshove - mixed technique on paper - 70 x 90 cm

Mission of OriginArt
It is our mission to give artists with
a mental disability a stage in
companies and government
agencies.
Art in your company
Many companies like to enhance
their interiors with Art. It is wel
known that this has a positive
effect on employees and customers
alike. It adds color, atmosphere
and fun to merely functional space.
Our artists, without exception, are
very proud when their Art is

exhibited in your space, especially
knowing that it will be seen by lots
of people.
OriginArt takes this one step
further.
Often one of our artists to helps us
arrange the exhibition, of course in
consultation with our customer.

Artists
In general it can be said that an
artist is inspired by reflection of
himself or the world around him.
From this point he creates an
image that connects to his
perception. For artists with an
intellectual disability there is no
difference.

If you choose OriginArt you not
Many of our artists can not read or
only get unique colorful Art, you
also receive full service. We provide write and they find it hard to
express their feelings in words.
advise, insurance and annual
Imagery however, they share with
change of Artwork.
us through their paintings, shows
us more then words can tell.
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Collection & Talent

Fishgreen - Heidi Arbouw - acrylic on canvas - 100 x 100 cm

Collection

Talent

Original Art

OriginArt owns over one thousand
pieces of Art. A lot of them are
smashing, some are more modest or
even black and white.

Like every human being, people with
an intellectual disability are born
with talents. Some may be good
carpenters, others are good

Every piece of Art shows us
something about how the artist is
looking at the world.
The use of color, composition and

Sizes vary from a small paper to a
huge canvas.

painters. But, just like in the
'normal' world, only talent alone is
not good enough. Talent needs to be
developed and fed.

materials is not a coincidence, it's
the result of choices, made by the
artists. It represents a reflection of
their vision of the world or
themselves.

Artists with intellectual disabilities
are often not able to go to regular
Art schools. Their talents are
developed by self-education, by hard
working professionals and volunteers

Therefore we believe that these
paintings are full and original Art.

This collection is carefully selected
for its quality and it is adapted for
businesses.
Through our contacts with artistic
day-care programs we have acces to
thousands more Artworks.

in day-care programmes. They learn
them the use of different techniques
and materials.
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Rates & Services

Chickenfriendship - Shirley van Steen - acrylic on canvas - 100 x 140 cm

Rates
OriginArt knows three different
rental rates:
Artwork, maximum size 70 x 90 cm
or equivalent:
€ 9,00 per piece per month
Artwork, bigger then 70 x 90 cm,
with a maximum size of
100 x 100 cm or equivalent, mostly
on canvas:
€ 13,50 per piece per month
Artwork, bigger then 100 x 100 cm,
mostly on canvas:
€ 18,00 per piece per month

Hanging systeem (perlon rope with a
luxury hook)
€ 6,00 a piece

Service

of Art are placed to your satisfaction.
OriginArt guarantees that the pieces
of Art wil be placed in your offices
within 4 weeks after approval of the

If you choose OriginArt you not only
get unique colorful Art, you also

quotation.

receive full service. We provide
advise, insurance and annual change
of Artwork.

After hanging the Artworks the
invoice will be send. We always
charge prepayment for one year.

The fine print

If you desire to change the pieces of
Art more then once a year, the rate
per hour will be € 75,-.

All rates include this full service.
Our first advisory interview is always
We ask you to rent a minimum of 4
pieces of Art for 2 years (including a
change of Artworks).
The contract will start after all pieces

free of charge!

All our rates include full service,
but they are without VAT.
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Contact & about OriginArt
The spider - Jan
Willems - pencil on
paper - 70 x 90 cm

Postal adress

About OriginArt

orientation on the market and the

Weezenhof 3409
6536 GN Nijmegen
the Netherlands

OriginArt is founded in 2004 by

artistic day-care programs I started
OriginArt in 2004.'

OriginArt

Visiting adress

OriginArt
Lodewijk Napoleonlaan 71A
4904 LG Oosterhout
the Netherlands

Phone:

+31(0)88-1153 111

Mobile:

+31(0)6-4659 2547

E-mail:

lucienne@originart.nl

Website:

www.originart.nl

Lucienne Verhaar.
'In 2003 I saw an exhibition of Art
made by people with a mental
disability. I was immediately sold!
So much color and so much
positivity!'
'I immediately knew that at this
point all tracks of my life came
together. I already knew a lot about
renting Art to companies and thru
my son i was familiar in the world of
the mentally disabled.
After a period of thoroughly

Today OriginArt is a small but
healthy company.
For quite some time now, we are
housed in the same building as
'Atelier KOA'. One of the artistic daycare programs with whom we
fantastically collaborate since our
start in 2004.

Art without limitations
On the frontpage: Penguindance - Dolinda Possemis - acrylic op canvas - 100 x 150 cm
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